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Directors 
Present: 

Carla Bates, Ch. 
Rebecca Gagnon 
Kim Ellison 
 

Staff Present: Nan Miller, Dir. Policy Development 
Mike Lynch, Ex. Dir, Teaching & Learning 
Maggie Sullivan, Dir. Strategic Planning 
Elise Maxwell, Project Manager  
Daniel Glass, Project Manager  

Public 
Present: 

Margaret Richardson 
Ken Saunders 
Peggy Clark 
Rich Flint 
Steve Brandt 

Staff absent: Emily Puetz, Chief Academic Officer 

 
Agenda 

I. Call to Order, Approval of Agenda  
II. Minutes of May 21, 2012   Approval 
III. Policy for Review 

A. 6270 – Assessing Student Learning 
B. Other policy status report 

IV. Teacher Evaluation Report 
V. New Business 

A. Focused Instruction Update 
B. Next Meeting Announcement 

 
1. Call to Order   The meeting was called to order at 4:35 p.m..   A quorum being present, 

the meeting continued.  The proposed agenda was approved. 

2. Minutes of May 21, 2012.  The minutes were approved. 

3. Policy for Review:   

A. Policy 6270 – Evaluation.  Miller presented the revised version of Policy 6270 

(suggested for renaming to Assessing Student Learning) showing changes requested 

by the Committee at its last meeting.  Board members expressed general satisfaction 

with the results.  M/S/P to refer the proposed amendment and renaming to the full 

board with a recommendation to accept.  

B. Other Policies.    Miller reported that the next most likely policy to come before the 

committee was Policy 6220 – New Course Offerings.  As the meeting in July is 

planned for cancellation, she inquired about the timing, as she hoped to have the 

policy in place by the beginning of the school year.  Director Bates indicated that she 
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believed the committee would have some questions and need to discuss the policy in 

depth, and so hearing it for the first time in August at the earliest would be 

satisfactory.   Asked about the status of the site based management policy, Miller 

reported that it was still on hold.     

4. Update on Focused Instruction Roll Out and Classroom for Success.  Because the 
Teacher Evaluation Report was scheduled to begin at 5:00, and the meeting was ahead 
of time, Chair Bates moved the update forward in the agenda.  Mike Lynch gave a brief 
report on the first occasion of Focused Instruction professional development.  Training is 
being offered to all teachers in grades K, 3, 6 and 9 plus all specialist teachers. The first 
session held at North High School had almost 700 teacher participants.  The training was 
well received, teachers reporting satisfaction with the Classroom for Success IT solution.  
The schedule allowed teacher team planning on the second day of the workshop for 
three hours.  Another 150 teachers have signed up already for the August session.   

 
Lynch reported that a “dummy” class is now available in Classroom for Success so that a 

demonstration may be made with public attendance.  Bates asked that arrangements be 

made to demonstrate the system to the Curriculum Parent Advisory Committee. 

 
5. Teacher Evaluation Report  Maggie Sullivan, Elise Maxwell and Daniel Glass were present 

to report on the progress made in the implementation of the MPS Teacher Evaluation 

model.  Materials were provided to board directors describing the process and the status 

of implementation.  All teachers will be receiving the first newsletter regarding teacher 

evaluation by mail this summer.  Hereafter, beginning fall 2012, the newsletter will be an 

online publication.   She emphasized the strong connection between the implementation 

of Focused Instruction and teacher evaluation.    The team that worked on the process 

included district staff, representatives from MFT (Teacher’s Union), The Principal’s 

Forum (principal’s bargaining group), external partners including the New Teacher 

Project and Tripod (Harvard University),  MPS Board members and the City-Wide Student 

Government.   Bates asked what the difference was between the group called the “Think 

Tank” and the “Teacher Evaluation Group”.  Sullivan responded that the think tank had 

been in existence since 2010 and included district leadership, principals and MFT 

representatives.  The Teacher Evaluation Group has more teacher representation,  the 

district and MFT worked closely to identify teachers for membership including a variety 

of years of experience,  content areas, grade levels, etc.   Director Bates asked that 

teachers from the group be included in the description of the process when the matter 

comes before the full board.    
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Sullivan emphasized that the system is meant to support teachers for the improvement 

of student academic outcomes.  It is a multiple measure system offering checks and 

balances.  The three essential qualities were : Fairness, Reliability and Validity.  She stated 

that it is a national model.  Based on the C. Danielson Framework and our own Standards 

of Effective Instruction (SOEI) rubric which has been amended and clarified during this 

process, the rubric is robust.   The rubric will be presented to principals this Friday.   

During the pilot process over the last year over 1000 teacher observations were 

completed,  237 observers have been certified to date.  All observations will follow the 

same rubric (formerly there were a number of observation tools sued), and only certified 

observers will be conducting observations.   The development team had Round Table 

discussions to which teachers were invited to discuss the plan in all sections of the city, 

and held “office hours” in the turn-around schools.  Most of the pilot observations were 

done in turn-around schools.    Director Bates inquired about the participation in round 

tables and office hours.  Elise Maxwell reported that 25-30 teachers showed up at round 

table discussions, and 3-12 teachers showed up in each “office hours” event.  She said 

the events resulted in very deep discussions, and insights that were useful to improving 

the process.  She reported that the Associate Superintendents were pleased and 

surprised at the number of teachers participating in discussions as well as in volunteering 

to be part of the pilot observation groups, in addition to the teachers in the turn-around 

schools which required observations.   

The plan now includes 5 observations of all teachers beginning in Fall, 2012.  One will be a 

full-lesson, announced observation with a pre-meeting and and post-conference 

between the certified observer and the teacher.   These will all be done by a primary 

observer, which by definition is a principal, assistant principal, or site administrator.  One 

will be an announced, focused observation, which may be full or partial lesson, and may 

be done by either a certified administrator(primary) observer or a certified teacher 

(secondary) observer, and will include a pre and post- conference with the teacher.  The 

teacher to be observed chooses the focus of the observation based on the SOEI rubric.  

Three (3) additional observations will be made.  All observations will include feedback to 

the teacher observed.   Sullivan said that they are investigating the availability of 

substitute funding to allow certified teacher observations and conferencing.   The format 

of observation is evidence based fact gathering based on the rubric.   Sullivan said that 

SY 2013 will be a time of gathering baseline information.    Multiple observations by the 

same observer will allow review of growth over time.  Estimated time requirements for 
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teachers and observers were shared.    Rich Flint asked who was doing observations on 

content areas?  What is the connection between the observer and familiarity with the 

content and curriculum level?  Sullivan said that SOEI was more directed toward how 

students are reacting to the teacher, not content specific, a broader view of teaching.  

Director Gagnon and others objected to not reviewing the teacher on content 

knowledge.  Flint stated that his concern was that teachers should be teaching the 

curriculum with fidelity and answering student questions correctly.  Maxwell noted that 

they are encouraging content area specialists to become certified as observers,  agreeing 

that content knowledge was important.  Sullivan added that student data will also be 

one of the multiple measures, and student data will demonstrate content area 

knowledge, too.  Gagnon expressed the concern about teachers who are engaging 

instructors, but content poor.  Sullivan said that they had made a trade-off between 

having roaming content area specialists and local observers with relationships with 

teachers.   Mike Lynch noted that the content coaches model has been revised to allow 

for improvement of the teacher support model which can address issues of content 

knowledge depth, too.  

Peggy Clark noted that the model states that each principal/ assistant principal would be 

spending 6-8 hours per teacher per year, and estimated that this will be approximately 

twenty-five percent of the principal’s job.  Flint asked if observations were going to be 

going on on a daily basis, or scheduled.  Maxwell replied that some of this would depend 

on the building.  She reported that the Associates, who supervise the principals, have 

been in agreement that this work is the core work of the principals.   They are requiring 

that all principals and assistants be certified.  98% of them currently are,  and it is 

expected that by January 2013 all will be certified.   Certification is in two areas – 

evidence gathering and observation.  

Rich Flint asked what the incentive was for a teacher to choose for their focused 

observation something in which they were weak, or were tough subjects?  Sullivan 

stated that the teacher would through all observations be observed on all content areas 

(Elementary teachers) or levels (High School teachers).  She noted that many elementary 

schools have teams where teachers teach to their strengths by splitting/ sharing 

classrooms and other plans.  Gagnon noted that these plans and teams improve the 

ability of a faculty to provide content from a strong teacher.  Sullivan said a revision to 

the principal evaluation rubric will help principals manage and coach teachers to choose 

areas for observation that need help.  Flint replied that the district has data showing that 
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math instruction is the weakest, shouldn’t the observations be focused on math 

instruction?   Sullivan replied that student evaluation data will help to be the measure of 

instruction.    Glass reminded the group that the primary purpose was to support 

teachers for the purpose of improving student outcomes.    Bates expressed concern 

about knowing about the strengths of the teaching corps, particularly in math, but also 

in other areas.  She said it was unclear that we have enough strong teachers in these 

areas and how close are we to having an adequate teaching corps.   Sullivan replied that 

the observation data will allow us to do more prescriptive professional development.   

Bates noted that principals have to step up to the plate to make sure that their teachers 

have the requisite skills.    Mike Lynch noted that we already have data on student 

achievement, we don’t have to wait for data on teacher performance to act.  He noted 

that they have increased the number of instructional specialists in math, and the 

embedded coaching corps has been liberated from dealing with a central direction and 

empowered to determine professional development content needs at each school.  

Gagnon noted the important connection between literacy and math performance, 

especially as students reach grades four and higher.   

Sullivan noted that one use of the data received will be to share with higher learning 

institutions who have expressed interest in knowing what they need to have in their 

programs to properly prepare teachers.  Sullivan noted that the district may use data 

showing that teachers from particular institutions out-perform others, and this will 

inform our recruitment efforts.  

Sullivan noted that the student voice will be provided through student surveys, which 

the district has contracted with Tripod to complete.   She noted that student voice has 

proven more predictive of teacher performance and student results than other 

measures.   Responses will be given to each teacher regarding their own classroom,  

Principals will get aggregate building data.  Director Bates asked that the Board receive 

district aggregate data.   Rich Flint suggested that an expanded model of survey that 

gives information about the school as a whole in addition to the specific class would 

have data of interest to parents.   Time estimates and capacity to survey electronically 

were discussed.   

Sullivan stated that the system would provide teacher value-added data, and 

interpretation training would be given. 

The technology being used is True North Logic model.  MPS uses portions of this now, so 

teachers are basically familiar with the program as “ecompass”.  It is being used by many 
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large districts across the country.  Peggy Clark asked if it was proprietary, and it is.   She 

asked the license cost. Sullivan reported that we already own the teacher evaluation 

module, so it will not add costs, but the annual fee currently paid is $120,000.00 per 

annum.  

Sullivan reported that teachers state that they plan on using observation to improve 

practice, that previously observations had not had the robust feedback model.   She also 

said the timing was important so that institution of Focused Instruction and teacher 

evaluation have the same vocabulary to support each other.  

Bates asked if we have a policy on this.  Miller replied that we do not.   Superintendent 

has gone forward without a specific policy requirement not only because evaluation of 

teachers is becoming a state requirement, but because it will redound to the benefit of 

student outcomes and meet our strategic goals.  

Flint expressed concern about implementing teacher evaluation in schools with many 

veteran teachers – who will be observing the observers?  assuring rigor?  Sullivan replied 

that much of this has to do with communication up front, watching the data, and 

supporting school leaders in all schools.   SOEI 101 Classes have been given to introduce 

teachers to the changes made in SOEI and its connection to teacher evaluation.  She said 

many veteran teachers have participated.  She is also gathering data about veteran 

teachers volunteering during the pilot to be observed, or be certified as observers, 

participating in discussions and classes offered. 

Rich Flint asked “Where can we expect this to get us in 3-5 years?”  Are teachers 

improving? are they resisting the process?  Sullivan said we hope to see improvement; 

teachers resisting may end up in the Professional Assistance Review (PAR) process, 

Lynch noted that at some point there has to be a way to exit a poor performing teacher.  

Flint noted that this process has been frustrating to parents, as it seems to take forever, 

or teachers appear to simply move out of range through changing schools and taking 

leaves.   Bates noted that the board is very aware of this issue and actions are being 

taken to improve the situation.  Director Ellison said that the board was working on this 

with the Human Relations department to improve the process.   Flint asked if the union 

representatives were aware that this process could lead to losing teachers in a more 

timely fashion?  bates noted that getting instructional leaders to “work the program” 

was also necessary.  Sullivan noted that the principal’s revised rubric includes a section 

on personnel management, so they will be evaluated on their response to teacher 

performance issues.  
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The roll out is to have all teachers observed and receive feedback within the first two 

months of school in Fall 2012.   Margaret Richardson asked when the data would return 

to the board and the Teaching and Learning Committee?  Maxwell stated that the plan 

was to have data for the December meeting.  Bates asked that Sullivan send to the 

committee members and the parent advisory committee the information article about 

Tripod and the Gates Measure of Effective Teaching Reports.  

6. Next Meeting.  The next meeting of the committee will be on Monday, August 20, 2012 in 

Conference Room S1- 435, Davis Center, 1250 Broadway Ave. W.  at 4:30 p.m. 

 

7. Adjournment    The meeting adjourned at 6:35 p.m.. 

 
Minutes submitted for approval by:  
Nan Miller, Clerk pro tempore 
June 19, 2012 
 
Next Meeting:  Monday, August 20, 2012, Conference Room S1-435,  1250 Broadway Ave. W., 
4:30 – 6:00 p.m. 

 
Assignments: 
 

Assigned to: Due Date: 

Draft Recommendation and Resolution and request Proposed 
Amendment of Policy 6270 – Assessment of Student Learning 
on Board Agenda 

Miller  6/20/2012 

Cancel July Meeting of Committee,  Notice Meeting for Study 
Session on High School Reform in July 

Bates and 
Cheryl 
Johnston 

6/30/2012 
 

Draft Meeting Minutes and submit to Chair Miller 6/25/2012 

Send Approved Minutes to Board Liaison for posting Asplund 6/25/2012 

Post Approved Minutes to Board Committee Website Jordan 7/2/2012 

 


